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This project has been funded with federal funds from the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, United States Office of
Education, Women's Educational Equity Act Program, under con-
tract number 300.770535. The contents of this publication do not
necessarily reflect the views or policies of the United ,States ()Bice
of Education, the Department of Health, Education, ann Welfare;
nor does mention of trade names, commercial products or organ-
izations imply endorsement by the United States Government,
Materials may be reproduced without permission, but credit would
be appreciated.

DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED--No person in the United States
shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded
from participation in be denied the benefits Of or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance, or be so treated.on the basis of sex under most
education programs or activities receiving Federal assistance.

About the Women's Educational Equity Communications Net-
workWEECN is an information service and communication sys-
tem established in 1977 and operated by the Far West Laborkiry
for the U.S. Office of Education under the a uspices of the Women's
Etlkica tional Equity Act. As an information service. WE ECN collects,
screens, classifies, Stores, and provides information on projects and
materials related to women's educational equity. As a cornmunic4-
tion system, VVEECN facilitates contact among persons, groups and
agenc ies who are working on behalf of women's educational
equity. LiserS. of WE ECN include teachers, administrators, counse-
lors, curncul rn specialists, preservice,and inservice trainers, re-
searchers, st nts, parents, and citizens.

If you wou like to know more about VVEECN, please write to us.,
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PREFACE

4

The mood that was responsible for Caltforn 's PropoSition 13 Is
surfacing throughout the U.S. No one knows its eventual impact on
education. However, to' the extent_ that It will mean less money, It
strengthens an existing trend caused by other factors. . For those concerned
with women's educational acuity; these budgetary constraints come at a
difficult time. 'Beare there can be non-sexist education, 'there hosItte
be in- service training, implementation of Title IX and the V catlonal
EdOcation.Actof 1976'; purchase of new textbooks, affirmative action pro-
grams, etc. Each of these requires money. .However, even whe we pare

able to provide non --sexist education, children will still be i fluenced
by seicsteteotyping in the :lee/ around them.

What can we do? When we do not have adequate money for new prqgrams
and when we have'llmited prerogatives to effect change, we have to consider
alternatives. One alternative is presented in this awareness kit. First,'

it 'provides informati'on on the portrayals of women and men in two media,
instructional materifis and televislom. Second, it discusses how to
evaluate and choose'the best medk Materials from-those that exist.
Third, it recommends actions that will help to eliminate sex stereotYPi
in instructional materials and television. And fourth, it'suggests an
approach to teaching children'how to be aware of lex stereotyping in the
media so they can better Counter It themselves_ The goal of the awareness
kit is to make both-adults and children active, rather than passive,
consumer of 'the media's messages. .

'The awareness kit emphasizes the effects of sex' stereotyping on
girls and women, 'reflecting our belief that sexism disadvantages females
more than males. However, we acknowledge the need for a thorough discussion
of the effects of sex stereotyping on boys and men and encourage others to
develop these materials. Moreover, sex is only one basis for stereotyping.
Pace, physical or marital handicap, age, and national originare a few of
the others. A single\awarenes.s kit cannot discuss all forms of stereotyping.
However, when possible, \ we suggest waysof developing an awareness of other
stereotypes in media mesages.

The idea ford mediaediaawareriess kit grew out of conversations with
several teachers who are dOncerned about the effects of sex ,stereotyping
on children. In particular, I wish to thank Jo Ann Denbow and Mary Bacon:
Hs. Denbow was Coordinator of a Title IV-C project "Realizing Opportunities
for Growing Equally" andlis row Vice-principal of Nordstrom School in .

Horgvl Hill, California: She\partioipated in these early discussions and
reviewed the first draft. Or. Bacon is Director of Student Services at ,the
Ravenswood City School District' in East Palo Alto, California. She also
reviewed a'ciraft of the awareness kit. Their comments have been incdrporated
in this-verslon. Finally, thanks to Dr. targuerite Follett of the Women's
Program Staff for her help and guidance on this publication.

The cartoons were drawn by Dr. Sazanne Pingree, Lecturer, Women's
Studies Program, Univertity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

Matilda Butler
WEECN Director



rsiiITRODUCTI ON

As parents and ducators, we are [

eager to sed our children and students
become active .learnees. We stress the,
Importance of attending school, paying
attention, doing asSignments, and other
academic activities. Book learning often
comes first, but we also emphasize soci.al
adjustment and personal growth. No

matter where We.place our priorilles,
we,hope for positive outcomes. We want
our children and students to reach
adulthood with the skills and knowledge,
necessary to create satisfying lives,.

Most of a child's school hours are
spent with learning materials of various

kinds. By the time a child completes
high school, or he has spent aPprox-\
imately 14,000 hours with textbooks and
other instrudtional materials. The

materials are designq to teach reading,
math, history, and other school subjects
But when we examine these materials, we
find there are additional messages. One

pervasive message concerns the roles,
occupations, and activities of girls and
boys, women and men.

When thinking about children's educa-
tion, we often forget that they also
learn from television. By the time a

child compl high school, she or he

has spent abciut 15,000 hours watching

television. Most of. the programs viewed
designed for, entertainment, a few

or information. But, as in the cawof.
instructional materials, there is a per-
vasive message about the roles, occupa-
tions, and activities of females and
males.

These two media, instructional
materials and television, are major
influences on the development of child-
ren. If we listeh to children talk,
we find that their conversations often
deal with television programs. The

words, mannerisms, and actions of favor-
ite characters are repeated. Films,
phonbgraph records, radio, magazines,
newspapers, and books other than text-
books later join television and instruc-
tional materials as important media in
children's lives.

Because thildren spend so much of
their time In the presence of media,
we need to find ways of helping them
become critical consumers of media.
In this awareness kit, we are following
an approach to "critical consumption
training" that is being used successfully
by government agencies, citizen's' groups,
and others. For example, citizens'

1



groups have prepared kits to train con-
sumers n'the critical reading of product
labels see publicatiOns such as Con-
sum ' s Guide tip Food Labels and Read

Table). In the
Schools, courses teach students how to
analyze bias in news stories. The
Consumers' Union has produced and dis-
tributed a film for children, The Six
Billion $$$ Sell, on the gimmicks of
advertising. The federal government's
Consumer information Service prepares
pamphltus and other materials dealing
with many purchasing decisions and
household management

This awareness kit:

Describes the kind and extent o

ism In instrLictioal materials and
televisiWi programs; F.

Provides oidelihes for pnalyzing
sexism in instructional materials and
terevision programs;
Develops worksheets that help students
become critical consumers of the
media.

2
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

AND WE T GhT THEY WERE JUST LEAj1 1
TO READ...

Twelve-year-old Allison objected
to boys .being allowed to join the
Girl Scouts. She said, "Boys
don't want to make dolls."

Sevenear-old Edward, whose
parents are employed and share
equally h- housework, was asked
what mothers do. He replied,
"They: cook and iron and sew."
When asked what fathers do,'he
replied "They work'at the
office."

eschooler Judy and other girls
In the class willingly danced to
the soldier music and to the wed-
ding music. Sam and other boys
in the class danced to the -s91-
dier music but refused to dance
to the wedding music. Sam said,
"Weddings are for girls."

Fifteen -year -old Ken opened Time
magazine'to the feature article
on women in sports. After no-
ticing the picture of women
playing rugby, he commented,
")19Men can play some sports, but
not:rugby. That is the roughest
sport of all."

and mew as 1 as girls and boys that
are found in Instructional' materials and

The messages found in children's boo
elementary and secondary textbooks,
and career education materials are so

*consistent that it'is'not surprising to
fin children learning from them what to

nd do as ,well as how tes'_read. A
t review by Matilda Butler and

William PaiSleY of, the many studies of
children's literature discusses the
evidence in terms of...

TEXT: about 75 percent of the char-
acters are boys and men, while
only 25 percent are giris
and women.

Even young children have developed a
sense of'what is appropriate for girls
and boys tooay and do. 'Their own role
behaviors and the behaviors they expect
of others are strongly influenced by
instructional materials and by televi-
sion. Other influences include family,
peers, and religious groups. While
other influences are more or 19ss unique
for each child, the media convey messages
that are shared by most children.' In

this and the next section, me will lbok
at the stereotyped portTJayals of women

,PICTURES: about 75 percent of char-
acters depicted are boys and
men; 25 percent arc girls and
women.

TITLES: more than 75 percent of char-
mentioned in the titles

are boys and men; fewer thah
25 'percent are girls and, women.

OCCUPATIONS: men are depicted in four
times as many occupations as
women

THEMES: boys and men express "male
themes" such as achievement
and Ingenuity, while girls
and women express "female
themes" such as dependence and

--riCirtUrance.

OCCUPATIONS

The re arch group, Women on Words and
Images, has conducted "two studies that
provide additional evidence of the dif
ferent occupations that are shown as
appropriate .,for females and males. In

their first study, Dick and Jane as
Victims, they analyzed 3 elementary
readers published by 15 companies.
Their tabulation of occupations shows
that adult females had 26 different
occupations (including witch, cieaning
woman, and librarian) while adult males,



had 147.dlfferent occupat
Carpenter, sheriff and astrc nau

Mortrecently, the same res< rchAroup
re

examined 28 elementary school career
gwarene si materials and 56 S.econlary
pd postsecondary career explorgtion
mater'i'als.. The results indlCate a subtle
form of stereotyping in whlh women make
toilw appeaeances in many 0upntions.

his study, Women on WOrOs and Images

luding.

Fqr SQCIAL SERVICE QCCwpatio11S
S portrayals of women Ond la of men;

KOr MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC occu-t
Ions - 18 portrayals OF women
43 of men;

MANUAL occupations 70
of women-and 216 of men;

Ior GOVERNMENT ocdupatiOn - 12

gals of women and 55 of m

COMMUNICATION occuptions
trayals of women and 120 o

por

39
men;

Within each of these categoric
were shown primarily In "feminine ".
bccupations and men were shown,p'rimarily
10 "masculine" occupations. For example,
4'womeh and 34 men were shown as managers
while 27 women and 1 man were shown as
secretaries (both )isted as BUSINESS
occupations). Seven women and 24'men
were portrayed as doctors, while 19 women
and no men were portrayed as nurses (both
listed as MEDICAL occupations.)

n

Is

MEDICAL occd.pation5 " 72 portray-
Al of women and:80 of n;

DIMNESS occucation$ - 89 ay-

n and 145 of men.

4

A

Themes, 1 upatIcoins are stereo-.
typically.assigncd to (pile sex or the
other. The general issue concerning-
themes in textbinoks has been that boys-
express "masculine" themes and girls
express "feminine" themes! Boys are
usually Shown as active and in control
of their environment, while girls are
usually shown as passive and controlled
by ,their environment.

The earliest-study of themes associated
wrth each sex in children's tex tbooks
was conaucted by Irvine Child, Elmer
Potter, and Estelle Levine in 1946.
In the: 914 stories analyzed,males were
primarily identified with achievement,
.activity, an'd;oenizance;- females were
primarily identified with nurturance.
.affiliation, elation, order, al;eidancp.



embarrass0
-n.

And blame, and r

The Women on Ards and Imag ' study of
34 eleMentary renders from the late
1960's and early 1970's updated the 1946

study. As shOwn in Figure 1, females,
who Were 28 percent of the characters,

e underrePresented in the themes of

c1-111%), Meverness (20%), bravery
0%), problem, solving (22%), and adven-

ture (24%), They were represented In

three themes creative helpfulness,
apprentices0P, and altruism -- about
s often es. wthdd be expected (25%, 26%,

and 29%). They were overrepresented In
the themes of 41competence (54%), routine
helpfulness (56%), rehearsal for domes-
ticitY-(772r), Passivity (86%), and
victimizat on'humillation (91%).

BUT TIMES AND TER1ALS ARE CFONGING...

The roles of women and men are changing,
and the more recent editions of instruc-
tional materials make references to
these changes. It is tempting to believe
that publishers will eliminate sex bias
in their materials and that we won't have
to be concerned aboUt the portrayals of
women and men. However, a recent study
by Tara Brown makes It clear that we must
be alert even when using updated mate-
rials.

Brown analyzed 132 first-, second-, and
third-grade stories from 106 readers
in 10 textbook ser1,es adopted by the
State of California in 1977. These

textbooks were thought to satisfy the'
1973 West Supplement to the California
Education, Code that prohibits sexist
portrayals of women in state-purchased

FIGURE 1

Percentage of Females Represented in Thirteen Themes
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materials. [grown compared her findings
with those from a 1972 study of 270
stories also for first through third
graders in California (Sarrio, Jacklin,
and Tittle). The same research methods
were used In both studies, so we can
look at change over .a five year peritd
when publishers and educators were be-
coming aware of problems of sex bias
In instructional materials.

Figure i2 shows considerable consistency
between the stories being read In 1972
and the stories being read in 1977. Of

the four locations where adults were
shown Home: Outdoors, School, and
Business -- males were almost twice
as likely as females to be shown In
business ett1ngs while females were
almost fair times as likely as males
to be shown in schools. Specifically,
of those adults teaching, 82 were fe-
males and 18 were males. Change In the
portrayal of women is.best characterized
as some movement from Home and Outdoor
locations to Business locations; how- ,

ever, women were still primarily shown
in the Home. Change in the portrayalof
men can be characterized as movement
from the Outdoors into the Home and
Business. Although the stereotypes

FEMALES
1972

MALES
1972

were not 'as rigid in 1977 as in 1972,
they still persisted)

The appear:once of a few womenin non-
traditional roles should not lead us ,.

to put aside examination of the instruc°
tional materials. There are still some
of the obvious problems such as under-
representation of females among the
textbook characters (39% in both 1972
and 1977). Texts may be more current,
but they .re not necessarily nonsexist.

HOW TO TELL IF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
ARE NONSEXIST

Publishers have been reasonably respon-
sive to pressure .to change. One of the
first to issue guidelines to authors was
Scott, Foresman and Company. in 1972,
they produced`GuideTTnes for_im rov'n
the ima in Textbooks. Shortly.
a terwards -other publishers suciT,as
Ginn and Company (1973), McGraw-Mill
(1974), Holt, Rinehart and Winston'
(1975), and Macmillan Publishing Company
(1975) deVeloped and circulated guide-
lines for authors and editors. In their
original format, the guidelines provide
advice concerning illustration, language,

FIGURE 2
Percentage of Adult Males and Females
in Four Locations in 1972 and 1977

FEMALES
1977

MALES
1977



and content. Although not meant As a
tool for analyzing existing textbooks,
it is possible to restate their themes
for this purpoSe.: There have also been
several checklists, and guidelines design-
.41 for currIculunl: comMattees, teachers,
And parents. For instance, the Pennsyl-
vania State Department of Education has
checklist for use inanaVYZing for,

role stereotyping, the Michigan
can Society for Curriculum Develop-
has published a checklist for

mining bias In the treatment of
nority groups and women, and The '

orlon on Interracial Books for Child=
stn has a pamphlet entktied "Ten Quick
Ways to Analyze Children's Books for
Racism and Sexism."

figure 3 is a brief checklist that.
;addresses many of the concerns for
unbiased portrayals of females and males.
The list was developed by, the Committee
On Sexism and Reading of the Internation-
Ol Reading Association. Examples of
Other guidelines can be found ih Appen-
dix A.

L ALL THESE EFFORTS MAJT A DIFFERENCE?

takes an extra effort to analyze bias
in illustrations, language, and content.

ails& we are surrounded by a society
reinforces different.expectations:

each sex, it takes a while to train
elves to notice the d)'ffereices

Does 1st language matter? Does it
reahly Make a differenoe tO the students
reading the texts? -- Slowly,, the evidence
on this point is accumulating. We have,

% for instance, Benjamin SpoCVs statement
in his. 1976 revision of Baby and Child

re:

main reason for (this revision)
o eliminate the sexist biases of
sort that help to create and

perpetuate filscrimination against
and women. Earlier editions
red to the child of indeterminate

as he. Though this in one sense
is only a literary tradition, it, like
many other traditions, implies that

Scott, Foresman, and Company gives the following examples
of sexist language:

Examples of` Sexist Language

- The ancient Egyptians allowed
women considerable control
over 'property.

the farmer and his
homeowner and his fermi

Mal-Le Curie did what few
people men or women
could do.

Macmillan Publishing Company prov

Momen were given the vote
after the FirsA World War.

The prairielfarmer was
concerned about the price
of his wheat_

The,American colonists
brought their wives and
children to the New World.

Possible Alternatives

- Women ancient Egypt
had considerable control
over property.

farm couple; homeown
and their children

Marie Curie did what few
people could do.

des these examples:

Women won the vote a
-

the,FirSt World War.

- Prairie farmers were cc
cerned about the price
wheat.

- American colonist families
came to the New World:

7



HOKE

Directions: P1 ace. a check In the appropriate space. Most ms
Shoql d be eval uarled separa te 1 y for each sex.

Are girls and boys, women
cons istently reprtsentecd 1.11 equa I balance?

Do boys and gi Pis= pa rti cipAte equal ly In
both physical 'and In tel let toe 1 activit ies.?

Do girls and boys
t ive recogni t ion

earth e eivo
for t=ine endeavors'?

.

14. Do boys and gi rls , fathers and-mothers
part lc I pate. in a wide :,.arre y of do-
mest ic chores, no only the Dries tra-
cl.i t one 1 for their' sex?

5. Do both girls and boys have a variety
of choices and are trley encouraged to
aspire to various goals locluding
non, trad i t ions ones If they Show
such lnc 1 i nation?

Are both boys and gi rls shown de
ve loping independent lives, 'rade -
-pendent ly meeting challenges and
finding, their own .sal ut i ons7

Are WQaip and men shown In a variety
`''' of o c C u' p e Lions, In clod' ri 0 riont rad I t i °nal

ones? When women are pc, rtr ayed as full
time homemakers , a r e they cl epi cted a s
cornpe teil?t and deci sive?

8. Do characters deprecate thellise Ives be-
cause of the i r sex 7 ( Nano e: "1 'in
only a girl.) Do others u se <den I-
grating language its this regard?
("That ' s Just 1 ik a woman. al)

Vo the i 1 1 us tra -Cons stereotype t he
characters, either In accordance to th
dictates of the text 4r 1p 'ectip.tra

diction to 1t7

10 Is inclusionary langu.Ne used? (ar
example: "police officer'' instead of
"policeman," "staffed by' ' I (1st ead- of
"manned by ," "a l I students vdll 3 subm i t
the assignment" Insteed of ''each __s tu

den t wi 1 I subrni t his z-iss i gruilen E ''' and
so on. )

Almost
Always

Females
Ha 1

Females
Males__

Ferp..a I e s

Males

Female s
Males

Males

F ema Ie5
Ma

Dcoa-
tionally Rarefy

vi01111.1rM0111.11PentrWrik"W,,,,,F,II 171fr'lif."R



the masculine sex has some kind of
priority.

In discussing the clothes and play-
things parents by their children and
the chores they assign them I took it
for granted that there should be a
deliberate distinction between boys
and girls. But this early-childhood
differentiatioD begins in a small way
the discriminatory sex stereotyping
-that cods up In wOmen so Often getting

. the humdrum, subordinate, poorly paid
jobs in most inOustries and profes-
sions, and being treated as the
second-class sex.

In testing the assumptPon that language
usage is elated tO-sex-role stereo-
typing, Wendy Martyna conducted a sen-
tence-completion experiment with psych-
ology todents. One third Of the
sentences were sorrmwhat male-related
(e.b,, "When an engineer is unsure
of a calculation,_,_ "); one third
were somewhat female-related (e.g.,
"After a nurse has completed train-

.");and one third were neutral
"When a teenager finishes high

Martyna fourild that"
masculine pronouns were most likely to
be usedj0 the male-related sentences
and femihTne pronouns wer,e most likely
to be used in the female-related sen-

_ces, In other words, strong -stereo-
influences our

the person that
typing of occupations
thinking about Lhe se
could be in that job.

It seems that use of the generic mas-,
cu line pronoun "he" elokes in listeners
or readers, an image of men, rather
than,people, It is difficult to discover
imagery without giving'aWay the basis of
one's interest and biasing what is said,
but Joseph Schneider and Sally Hacker
devised an experiment to assess imagery
Without bias. They instructed students
in sociology clesseS to collect illus-
trations for- a hypothetical soeiologY
text, of which the students only received
the table of ,contents. There, were in
fact two tables of contents, differing
only in the masculine versus neutral
reference of two chapters(Urban Man
versus Urban Life, Economic Man versus
Economic tife).TheIr findings shOW that
the generic Masculine excludes women in
the listener's or=reader",S thought,-

Since most leaders are portrayed as men
and since mast people are referred to as
the cleneric,"he," it is not surprising
that Marialne Lockheed has recently
found that women are not perceived as
legitimate leaders. When asked if men
and women are equally powerful, 60 per-
cent of the girls and 30 percent of the
boys in several elementary schools
reported poisitively. When' asked i f they
night become the class president, 60
Percent of the boys and 38 percent of
the girls replied. "yes,"

Two more studies help to point to the
conclusion that portrayals in rea ng
materials make a difference in the
learning and performing of stereotypic
Or nons tereotypic behaviors. Leslie
McArthur and Susan Eisen read a story
to three groups of nursery schoo child-
ren, in one group, they heard about a
girl who achieved while the bey stood
around and watched or needed help (re-
vere stereotype). In a second group,
they heard about a boy who achieved
while the girl stood around and watched
or needed help (stereotype). And in the
third group, they heard a story chat did
not have an achievement related theme
(control), The children were given a
difficult task to perform after hearing
the story. Girls we=re more persistent
after hearing the story about the
achieving girl and boys were more
persistent after hearing the story
about the achieving boy.

Vicki Fier- , Dorothy Fidler, and Ronald
goger5 studied the effects of reading
tradJtional and egalitarian story boos



to kindergarteners, They found that
after 5 days of 30- minute reading ses-
sions, boys and girls attributed stereo-
typic activities and abilities to male
and female dolls if they had heard the
traditiorial'stories. Egalitarian bookS
prompted the children to attribute non-
stereotypic activities and abilities to
the dolls:

Current evidence points to the conclusion
that sexism in instructional materials
I biased Interpretations of Oaten-

!though there aremore studies
underwa there is enough evidence to
indicate that efforts at eliminating
sex-role stereotyping are worthwhile,
When we are able to choose and use text-
books that present women and men, girls
and boys in all occupations and activi-

--tIeswIthoot regard to 5-le-xi-and when
engineers are no longer referred'to as
"Ile" and nurses are no longer referred
to as "she," we should find our student'
and children moving toward lives with
potential not restricted om the basis of
se,.

HOW TO MAKE STUDENTS AND CH 11 FEN AWARE=
OF BIASED SEX MATERIALS

As parents, teachers, and counselors, we
have some control. over whichinstructional
materials are used, but we are often
limited by cost and availability. Con-
sequently, the pervasive message about
the portrayals of women and men will
still be communicated to the student.
Given the popularity of some older books,
given the books on the library shelves,
and given the cost of new adoPcions, it
Is important that students learn to eval-
uate the materials themselves. Their
awareness of the messages in the instruc
tional materials will contribute to their
later ability to be thoughtful consumers
of ether media.

The instructional Material's Worksheet #I
15 designed to be used by students,
The class might work individually or
in groups. Each group could be assigned
a different story to read and evaluate.

After eaoh,student or group has finished
gathering the information needed to
answer the worksheet questions, the
teacher can ask for reports of the
findings. IF several stories have
been analyzed, then the findings can be

written and compared on the blackboard.
Stereotyped portrayals can be discussed
in'terms of the impact on the lives of
girls and boys. Have the class take a
female character and think of her doing
a, II the activities of a Male character.
Ask if the story would be just as
interesting.

ntS might want to use _the worksheet
question with their child or children.

'A library book or a- favorite story could
be evaluated for stereotypic portrayals.
In discussing the answers, alternative
ways of handling the story can by men-
tioned.

Efforts, such as those just mentioned.
should not be a one-time project,
Creating awareness takes tiMe and re-
peated efforts. The Nova schools
in Ft Lauderdale, Florida have Linder-
taken, to develop a model sec ecniity

project. On a daily basis, in the
classrooms and on the play=ing grounds.
students are involved in working toward
5e), equity. For example:

-v Students rewrite reading Osi5Inments
make the language nons.exi st.,

Students write poetry on sex equity;
I Students publish a newspaper con-
cerned with sex equity;
Games are used to show that girls
and boys can do the same things;
Students develop their own checklist
for evaluating textbooks;
edia Center director tapes conver-
sations about sex toiased books and
sends them to publishers,

Aa reported in Created X12, 'The Luca
of equality is infused into the day's
activities as easily and naturally as
reading, writing and arithmetic_"

SeAirn, of course, is just one of the
several "-isms" thqt help to limit
potential. Other "-isms" that should be
p4rt of an increased awareness include
racism, ageism, and handicapisn, Al-
though we have developed student work-
sheet questions that focus On sex bias,
it is possible to expand theSe to include
analysis of factors related to race age.

and handicap. In other words, once
. students begin to learn media awareness
ski Ils, it is important that they Lte

alerted to her "-isms" in roecli4 con-
tent-



Instructional Materials Worksheet y1

Does the title suggest the, story is about a girl or 4 boy_

) The main character a g-in1 or a boy 7

How many girls- and boys are in this story?

How many pictures of girls and are in this story?

What are the girl and boys doing in the pictures?

Activities Pictures . Activities Pictur

6. What are the activities f the girls and Mc bays in the sLory7

Girls' Activ' #gxa' Activ

How many times do the girls speak?

the boys speak?

.continued...



Is a girl or a- boy the leader in the story? Girl Boy.

List the activities of statements that made ¥ou choose that
particular person:

ivities an-d Words

What are the occupations of adults in the story?

Women's_ Pcgtiy!lipns n'- Occupa

10. Count the number of !Imes females and males appear in each of the
follOwing locations:

Females

Males

12
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In 'addition to evaluating instructional
materials; there are other activities
that teachers, parents, and administra-
tors,aan do about biased textbooks.
Following Is a list of activities pre-
pared by the Resource Center on Sex Ro
in Education.3

TEACHER GROUPS

Forma committee to investigate the
process of textbook selection. Where

local br state groups orOofficials
es have responsibility for buying books,

meet_ with them to learn their trite-
'ria for selection and procedures for
identifying supplementary materials.,
Let them know your needs and semi-

:7

them to sources of' sexism and

TEACHERS

"Level" with the students in.your
classroom. Point cult sexism or

racism bias of bookS or materials.
Help them learn' to identify sources
of bias and important omissions in
the materials.

Develop classroom activities around
identifying bias found in textbooks,
fibrary books, Magaziaeso etc.

Identify or develop supplementary
materials that can help "correct"
some of the bias of available
materials.

Assign student papers, themes, term
Papers, or other activities on topics
or persons not usually covered in
textbooks or materials.

When students have completed activi-
'ties identifying bias, have them
write letters and send reports to
administrators, publishers, community
groups and organizations working to
reduce bias in textbooks.

Invite local rescr rce persons into
your classroom to provide additional
information and work with students
on special projects and activities.

Ask students to rewrite materials .1
write their on materials on subjects
omitted from the textbook or write
the material from other person's
point of view.

Use bulletin boards, posters,
pictures, megzines, and other
materials to expose students to
information Commonly excluded from
traditional materials.

Develop a classroom collection of
non-sexist, non-racist reading
materials for students. Identify

books that students may be encouraged
to seek out in their personal read-
ing.

Request and use funds available for.
instructional materials in building
supplementary materials resources
for your classrooms/schools.

Develop a plan and organize 10-
service training sessions on biased
textbooks and inStrOCtion41 mater'

ials.

Meet with school librarians and ask
them to assist teachers in the iden-
tification of non-sexist, non-racist,
multi - ethnic books and materiels.
Urge them to order and provide re-
sources for supplementary materials.

Conduct a study and periodic review
of the bias found in the textbooks
and materials used in your class-
rooms/schools.

Call on district Or 7 orriulom
development specialists to provide
guidelines, materials, training,
and other resources related to non-
sexist, non-racist books 40d mater-
ials.

104-1(.41c provisions

training and funds for suppi ernent di y

materials in collective bargaining
or teacher negotiations.

Organize a central fl le in your

school or district of supplementar
materials, curriculum outlines,
or other resources you hav or
identifying bias and suppl menting
the curriculum.

Develop a list of local reso irce
persons, materials, and othef
resources for use in the clas r

y

Identify non-troditi nal piblishing
frrms, alternative presses, and
other groups developing materials



in ills area. Hake surf that infor-
mation is distributed to alt -each-
ers.

Publicize studies, workshops, and
other efforts improve materials
or reduce the impact of biased mat r-
ials.

PAREN7S AND COMMUNITY GROUPS

Read the textbooks and materials that
your chficiren'are using. and identify
sources of bias where they txist.

Meet with your children's teachers
and principals. Learn how the
problem is beihg bandied in your
school.

Work with other parents or groups
to raise their awareness of the
problem of biased material.

Meet with school board members- to
outline your concerns. Support
expenditures for supplementary
materials and in-service training
for school personnel,

O.Sponsor a community works op on
in textbooks and instruct anal
materials: Include information that
will assist parents in pointing out
stereotypes in books, magazines, and
other materials found in the home.

as

Organize a study of the bias of text-
books used In your community's
schools. Publicize the results
and make recommendations for change.

Establish a special -collection of
books in the -sthool or public li-
brary that features non-sexist, no
racist and multi-ethnic books.

Identify how textbooks are selected
in your comnunjty. Write to and /or
meet with persons respon5ible for
textbook selection at local and
state levels to voice your concerns,
urging purchase of quality materials
and Inclusion of supplementary
materials.

Write to textboOk publishers and
indicate your dissatisfaction with
biased materials. Support examples
of non-sexist, non--racist books that
have been developed.
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Recognize the efforts of teachers
and administrators who are taking
positive actions to deal with the
problem.

Organize a task force or speakers
bureau to meet with other groups
to extend their understanding of
the problem and actions that may
be taken.

A

STUDENTS

Ask your librarlans\to help you
identify non-sexist, non-racist
boolt$. Select brooks that help
you understand people in Other
cultures or situations than
yodr own.

Point out bias in materials when
you recognize it.

Write letters to people who can help
you learn mo about bias in text-
books,

Write letters to publishers and let
Chem know when you have found a
bias in textbooks.

Rewrite stories or textbooks to show
how they might have been written
to avoid bias or from another
person's point of view.

ADMINISTRATORS

Develop a policy statement outlining
your concern about the elimination
f sexist and racist stereotypes in
textbooks and library books.

Appoint a task force to investigate
the problem in your community and
make recommendations for action.

Develop guidelines for all personnel
to follow in purchasing and using
textbooks and other instructional
materials.

Earmark a proportion of funds to be

used for the purchase of nonsex-
ist, non-racist supplementary
materials-.

Develop and implement a plan for in-

service training of all personnel

who select, purchase, recommemJ or

use textbOoks or other iriStrucl

raterials.



Direct supervisors and curriculum
developers to develop resources and
materials for assisting classroom
teachers in reducing the Impact
of biased materials.

Call on state departments of
edycation, teacher training
institutions and professional
associations to provide materials,
workShops and technical assistance.

Internet the problems of biased
textbooks and materials to parents,
cOMmurliy groups, and policymaking
boards. ' Let them know of your
concerns and how they may assist

salving the problem.

15



.TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS AND PROG AMS

THE ELECTRONIC aASYSITTER

Until the cont-Nversy surrounding the
effects of televised violence on child-
ren, few parents and educators were con=
cerned about television. After, all

it opened the child's window Ori..;:the

,world by showing more places than migh
be seen in a lifetime of travelingi.
However, it npw seems that we should be
concerned about more than violence, on
television. We also need to examine the
portrayal of women and men. Butler and
Paisley recently reviewed the numerous
studies of commercials. The evidence
on advertisements typifies their find-
ings._

VOICE-OVERS: more than 90 percent
are male

ROLES: men are shown in twice as
many roles 4s women;

to ACTIVITIES: women are primarily
ccupied with domestic chores

while men are beneficiaries'
of these. activities;

SETTINGS: women are shown primarily
inside the home while men are
outside;

AGE: women are shown as considerably
younger than men.

11-01,,,ES

Both the categories of roles and activ-
ities help us understand the portrayals,
that children are learning from. Child-

ren see a minimum of 150,000 commercials
by the time they graduate from high
school. What kinds of roles are pro-
jected and reinforced for females and
males? A landmark study was conducted
in 1972 by the National-Capital Area
Chapter of the National Organization
for Women and was published as Women
in the Wasteland Fight Back. Their

findings have been supported by all
studies Published since that time, The
study found that among those appearing as
product'representatiyes (person speaking
for a product), women were shown in
13 roles while men, were shown in 23
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roles. As expected, the roles were
traditional ones with women being
depicted as models, nurses, secretaries,
wives, and men being depicted as ath-
letes, businessmen, newsmen, fathers.
Similarly, among all other, persons in the
commercials; women were shown in 18 roles,
while men were shown in 30:. Women in ,

this category were policewomen, sales-
persons, stewardesses, fairy godmothers,
and men were blue collar workers, pro-
fessionals, cowboys, prospectors.

ACTIVITIES

Roles tell us the suggested occupatio
but activities tell us the behaviors.
The Women in the Wasteland Fi'ht Back
study provides the following information
on activities of product representatives-

-,

0 67 percent of the women and 25 percent
of the men are shown in domestic
tasks;

0-8 percent of the women and 20 pe
e of the men are shown in outdoor

leisure activities;

10 percent of both the women and
the men are shown beautifying the
self;

cent

e 12 percent of the women and 37 per
cent of the men are shown in
neutral activities g., driving
a car) ;

110 2 percent of the
feminine activities
and 8 percent of the
masculine activities
equipment).

. are shown in
e.g., manicuring)
men are shown in
(e.g., repairing

The dissimilarity between the activities
of women and men is even stronger than
these percentages indicate because they
are based on those product representa
Lives who were _shown engaged in activ-
ities. Scrie product representatives
simply spoke authoritatively or directed
someone else to demonstrate the product.
In this study, 49 percent of the women
versus 26 percent of the men were shown
performing an activity.



The research group, Women on Words and
Images, have studied television as well

as textbooks and career education mate-

rials, In-their booklet, Channeling
Children, they analyzed commericals and
found that 23 women and 1 man were shown

attending to appearance; 0 women and
a men were sick or being cared for; and
23 women and 4 men were doing housework.

In a recent studof commercials broad-
cast during children's programming,
Armando Valdqp-fourid

91% of the voice-overs were male;

54% of th product representatives
were male (18% female and 27% equal
male/female);

66% of the lead characters in
dramatized commercials were male
(22% female and 12% equal male/
female) ;

Of the major characters othigP than
the lead, 41% were male (21% female
and 38% equal male /female).

The findings concerning television
programs are similar to those for
cornmericials. Butler and Paisley
reviewed 18 studiet and discuss the
evidence on prpgraMMTng in terms of.

FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE: men are
about 72 percent of all
characters and wbmen are
28 percent;

OCCUPATIONS: men are more requeiltly

shown employed (79% of men and
21% of women);

MARITAL STATUS: in dramas 70 percent
of the women and 43 percent of.
the men reveal their marital
status.

In commericals children primarily
hear male voices, see men in more roles
than women, see women performing domestic
chores, see women at home, and see women
as younger than men. In general program-
ming, children again find that men'clom-
inate. There are many more men than
women in programs and men are more likely
to be working than women. Children also
learn that marital status is more fre-
quently associated with women than men.
Perhaps that helot to. explain why pre-

schooler Sam and his male friends refused
to dance to wedding music.

What about the images in aitoorams designed
especially for children? Caroline
Isber and Muriel Cantor monitored child-
ren's programs that are distributed by
the Public Broadcasting Service. They

found the following percentages of
characters were male:

78 percent on Sesame

74 percent on Mr. Rimers;

69 percent on EjecLipn-an
and Villa Alegre;

93 percent on. Zoom;

O 49 percent on Carrascolendos.

In 1975, the National Advisory Council
on Women's Educational Programs released
its study of television programs that are
supported by the Office of Education.
Women on Words and Images conducted the
study and report specific..instances that
indicate we do not yet have sex fair
programs. They found that Sesame Street
continues to emphasize males over fe-
males. The lack of sensitivity is found
both in the programming and in the offi-
cial' goals of the prOgram. Specifically,
Sesame Street lists its goal of address-
ing the role of women under the area of
'The Child and His World -' In one epi-
sode of Infinittprr, there were
seven males and two females in occupa-
tional roles. All the portrayals=were
stereotypic with one female shown as a
mother with a baby carriage and other
female shown wiping a store counter. In

a third series, Rebop, the authors found

moles were shown in all of the seven
occupations In the monitored episode.

Another study with similar findings was
conducted by Sarah Sternglanf and Lisa
Servin who analyzed 147 characters
appearing in 3 episodes of 10 Popular
half hour children's programs. Way
programs with at least one female
character were included. Men were

shown in more total activities than
women. Men were shown as aggressive,
constructive, succorant; they were often
rewarded for their actions. Women were
shown as deferent; they were often
punished for their actions. Seven y-
three percent of the men and 96 percent



of The women were ch aracter Td as

1.0194-"

HOVP TO CHECK FOR BIASED PRE TATIONB

A$ teachers and parents, we watch most
evision for our own enjoyment. If

we lobk at second grade readers, is

reasonable to be concerned about the
Frec.t of those books on chEldren.

Bu/ if We watch evening dramas or
crnedies, we often neglect consideration
of the impact on, children.

broadcasting networks have been slow
and to pressure to change the

portra-Yal,s of women and men. While
publithers have issued guidelines, net-
works have fought change by citing the
First Amendment and arguing that guide-
linos or regulations would adversely
affect the creative element in program-
ming,

To develop an awareness of the curet

images that children are watching, Choc
several of their favorite programs and
watch them with the checklist In Fiigure 4
in hand,

checklist can be used to evral-,
ials aired during the pro

Whenever the checked response is
ry to imagine the implication for
who watch thousands of of
trayals.

SEX BIASED PROGRAMS AND Ct M RC1ALs
AFFECT CHILDREN?

A great deal of effort is required
ewalu.at television, to choose pcograma,
and to cultivate critical media skills
in our children and students. Before
Spending this effort, it is important
tO examine the evidence concerning the
efFects of television on sex role

otning.

An

"ma
°heav

Terry
intef

grade
I Gael

nomtr

f.found In interviewing
year-olds that 50 perce
te" viewers and 76 pert
viewers chose a career

Ily appropriate for thel
Freuh and Paul McGhee fo
iewing kindergarteners to sixth
that "light" viewers w
han "heavy" viewers to Ch

d tional activities for a doll.

Suzanne Pingree showed third graders and
eighth graders five minutes of television
commercials Those children that saw
women in traditional roles were more
likely to give traditional responses
to questions about the.role'of women
than were those who saw women in non-
traditional roles.

Vicki Flerx, Dorothy Fidler, and Ronald
Rogers conducted a second experiment
that built on their findings related
to the effects or sex role stereotyping
in instructional Materials. In the
second study, they read traditional
.stories to a group of 5-year-olds;
they read egalitarian stories to a second
group of 9-year-olds; they showed egal-
itarian films to-a third group of 5-year-
olds. They met with,the children for 17
-minutes a day for a 7-day period. ChiId-
rerk who were read the egalitarian stories
and those who saw the egalitarian films
had more egalitarian attitudes about
appropriate activities for males and
females than did those who were read the
traditional stories. When interviewing
the children a week after the last ses-
sion, they found that those watching
the egalitarian films had the least
stereotypic attitudes of the three
groups. The study led the authors to
conclude that films seem to have an
impact over a longer period of time than
do storybooks.

Because there is a fairly consistent
portrayal of appropriate behaviors and
roles for women and for men, it is not
surprising 4.0 learn that counter-stereo-
typic messages either go unheeded or are
worn down over time. Ronald Drabman and
his colleagues showed first graders and
seventh graders a videotape of Doctor
Mary and Nurse David. Afterwards, the
children were asked the name of the
doctor and the name of the nurse, Almost
none of the first graders chose the
torrect name, Most thought the nurse
was a woman and. the doctor was a man.
Among the seventh graders, three-fourths
correctly chose the woman's name for the
doctor and the man's name for the nurse.
However, one week later, only half of
the seventh graders remembered the
correct name, This study implies that
we cannot assume that choosing a few
nonstereotypic books or nonstereotypic
television programs will change the
attitudes and behaviors of girls and
boys. Instead, they need to develop



YES NO

FIGURE 4.

Are there equal numbers of women and men?

2. Are women and men shown in a range of occupations,
representing both traditional and nontraditional
jobs?

Are females and males equally represented
at all age levels?

4. For scenes inside the home, are both remotes and
males shown performing household chores? (Check
to see that males are doing more than "masculine"
chores such as taking out the garbage and that
females are doing more than "feminine" chOres
such as cooking.)

Do womerr,_ d men express a wide range of emot ion

Do women and men equally.give.dire'ctives and
-take advice?

7. Are women and men shown as equally competent 0
able to handle the situation or achieve the yoalt

1,uuld the story Jost as easily be about a member
of the other sex? ( f not, consider why not.)

9. Are women and men positively portrayed in various
life-style choices (e;g., single, married, with
children, withoutchildren, single parent house-
holds)?

10. Are the relationships between women:and men equit-
able? (Do they share in decisioris, does each act
independently, do they respect each other's
opinions, etc. ?)
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media awareness skills that will en-
courage them to examine rather than
.2iEtal the portrayals of women and men
in the media.

HOW TO MAKE STUDENTS AND CHILDREN AWARE
OF SEX BIAS IN TELEVISION

As parents and educators, we have no
direct coptrbl over the content of tele-
vision programs and commercials. As

parents, we have some contror over what
is seen and how much is watched on tele-
'sion. But if there is a pervasive

message about the portrayal_o-fwomen and
men, the message will get through even
An limited viewing. One alternative is
for us to teach children to be thoughtful
consumers of the media. The following
worksheets have been developed to create
an awareness and to make children and
students "active" rather than "passive"
viewers,

EVALUATING COMMERICIALS

Divide the class into three groups.
Using Televisione Worksheet #1, one
group will document the voice-oVer
(name for the narrator who is not
seen on the television), and the per-
son or persons in the advertisement.

A second group, using Television
Worksheet #2, will document the
person's. role. This is done for as
many as two important people in the
commercial.

A third group, using Television
Worksheet #3, will document the
activities of the person. This is
also done for as many as two im-
portant people in the commercial.

EVALUATING FROG

Ask each student or child to use the
Television Worksheet #4 while watching
their favorite program. Let them
complete,one worksheet for one half-
hour or one hour-program each night
for a week.

When worksheets have been completed,
tabulate the information and ,c1 'splay the
findings on the blackboard. Whenever

responses indicate differenceS in the
portrayals of women and men, ask the
students to explain why. In the discus-
sions it may be useful to mention the
results of other studies. Some students
will probably respond with stereotypic
attitudes about the correct activities.
and behavior of women and men. Such
attitudes can'be discussed.

Parents can distuss the worksheets with'
their chily6r children after each pro-
gram that is critiqued. At the end of:a
week, a summary of findings can be pre-
pareq. The child should be encouraged
to consider alternative portrayals as
well as why differences in portrayals
occur. Since only a few programs will
have been analyzed,-the results of other
studies that are outlined in this publi-
cation can be used.

As with instructional materials, it is

important to examine the commercials
and programs for evidence.of racism,
ageism and handicapism, as well as sex-
ism. Students and children should be
encouraged to notice the presence or
absence of blacks, Asians, Hispanics,
Native Americans, etc., the presence
or absence of children and adults at
different ages, the presence or absence
of persons with various disabilities.
Differences between media portrayalS
and real life, as well as differences
between media portrayals and ideal
situations can be discussed.

Over time we would hope to see more
egalitarian portrayals of women and men.
However, the outlook for the 1978-79
season IS less than optimistic, After
previewing the programs, the senior vice
President Of Ted Bates, a major adver-
tising agency, says that "The theme will
be dopey broads and handsome men."4

In addition to,evaluating television
programs and commercials, there are
other activities that teachers, parents,
and students can do. Following is a
-list of some of .these activities:

TEACHERS

Discuss sexism, racism, ageism, and
handicapism in television programs
and commercials with your students.

Ask students to deVelop a plot for
a program that is free from bias.



TELEVISION WORKSHEET I

For the first commercial during each ommerciai r eak,
,record h'e,following information;

.Name of Product

VOICE-OVER: Female Male Female & Male

PERSON #1: Female

PERSON. #2:

Male

Female

Angl

Black

Hispanic

Asian

Native 'America

None

Handicapped

Not Handicapped

b) Anglo Handicapped

Black

Hispanic

Asian

N a t iv Ameri

Not Handicapped

*A handicapped or disabled person might be whu
is blind or deaf or in a wheelchair.
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TELEVISION WORKSHEET #2

For the first commercial during each commercial' break;
record the following information:

Male

Is family member ( ,.father)

is employed. (e.g., grocer, sales cierk)

Is' demonstrating product (e.g.., mops floor

s speaking about product (but:does not use

R.

Female Male

Is family member (e.g., mother,-father)

Is employed (e.g.,.grocer, sales clerk)

Is:demonstrating kOduct (e.g.., mops 'floor)

Is speaking about produet.(but.does not use



TELEVISION. WORKSHEET #3

For the first commercial during each commercial break,
record the following information:

Name of Product

A
C

Domestic Chores (cooking, cleaning,

Serving / waiting on: _Man Woman Boy Gir1 Mixed

Eating

Childcare-
Shopping

Personal appearance Hygiene

;-

Leisure/Recreation

Talking to camera

Indoors

Female"

SETTING

PERSON #2

SETTING

.Domestic Chores ,4cook ng, cleaning, laundry)

Serving /waiting on Man Woman Boy Girl Mixed

Eating

Childcare

Shopping

PerSonal appearance /Hygiene

Leisure/Recreation

Talking to camera.

Indoors 0u tdoor.s
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Name 6 Progra

1. . Is the

TCLEVISION'WORKSHE& #4

character female or a Male

How Manylemales and males are there in this
program? (Count only the major characters with speak inc
lines. , Do not include faces in a street scene.)

What are. the activities of the females and males
the program? (List major activities.)

emale Activ Mal e -Activities

What are the occupations of the major emales and Males
in the program?

Females' Occupations

Are the females shown primarily

Home Outdoors SchOo

What about the males:

Home Outdoors School
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les'Occu ations.

Business Other'

Business Other



O Ask students to rewrite a bcithmercial
to eliminate stereotyping by sex;
race', age, and 'handicap.

Write the networks and advertisers
about bias in the program's and
commercials.5

DiscuSs media bias
Conferences.

with parents during

Have students write the ne
or advertisers about bias
detected.

works and/
hey have

Determine the favorite programs of
ypur students and-watch.them, being)
sensitive to the portrayals theY
see nightly.

PARENTS

Watch your chi dren"s favorite pro
grams, and consider stereotyping by
sex, race, age', and handicap.

Talk wfth.your children about these
portrayals. . Discuss wi h them the
advertisements for their favorite
fod4 and toy products.

Write the networks and adve'r'tisers
about bias in the programs and
commercials.

O Mork with-teachers to sensitize hlld

rpn to the bias In televisian'S
portrayals.

STUDENTS:

Conduct your own study of bias 'In
television.

Write an article for yiwr school
newspapers or newslitter about the
findings of your study.

Write your, own guidelines for -non-
stereotypic programs and commercials.

h studentsDiscuss your -findings
in other classroomS.

Make.a presentation to the PTA about'
your study.

Write the networks and advertisers
'about bias in the programs and
commercials.

It will be a long time before all bias
is removed from instructional materials
and television. Actions byflteachers,
parents, and students can help to
accelerate that change. In the meantime,
alertness to biased portrayals will, help
to reduce the effects of that bias. As
we become sensitive to theie issues, we
will be better prepared to develop
personal lifestyles that are riot pre-
determined by biased attitudes and im-
ages.



NOTES

Other. states having similar legislation include Iowa, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, -New York, Michigan, Colorado,
Maryland, South Dakota, and West Virginia have Boards of Education
that have proposed and/or paRSed similar resolutions.

2. Nova is described in Volume One, Number 4, May )978-of Created _Equal,
a publication of the'Southeastern Public Education Program. For a
copy, write, to Southeastern Public Education Program, Box 22652,
Jackson, MI,ssissippi 39205.

Reprinted, with permission from'What Can You-Do About Biased .

Textbooks? Prepared by OleResource Center on Sex Roles in
,Education, 1201 -16th St., N.W., Suite 804, Washington, D.C.,

Quoted in Time, May 29, 1978, n. 90.

20036.

Addresses for the four major networks are

American Broadcasting Corporation
1330 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10015

Columbia Broadcast ng System
-91 West 52nd Street
New York,New York 10019

National Broadcasting_ Corporation
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020

Public Broadcasting Service
304 W. 58th Street
New York, New York 10019
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. Your Textbooks -'
for .1Za.cirrv.SOxisni

Max Ro enberg

The statement 'Criteria for Evaluating the Treatment of Minority
Groups and Wonien in Textbooks and Other Learning-Materials" is a
revision and refinement of a. paper' 'previously published by the
Michigan ASCD. Its major new element is a clear recognition that
women as well as racial-ethnic minorities must now receive, what they
have both been so long deniedequal educational opportunities; as
reflected in fair treatment in curriculum-and instructional rdaierials, as
also in other dimensions of school, and community life.

The statement of criteria was written by Max Rosenberg of the
Detroit Public Schools, who served several years as chairman of the
Equal Educational Opportunities Task Force of MASCD. Dr. Rosenberg
has been appointed by the ASCD Executive Council to head a special
ASCD Working Group on Cultural Pluralism in Instructional Materials.

The original statement of criteria received very wide attention
from school systems, and colleges across the country. Thousands of
copies were requested and purchased, and numerous reprints were
authorized. The statement was reprinted in Audiovisual Instruction.
Articles and reports about it were printed in the Spotlight. of the
National Association of Secondary School. Principals, in NEA NOW,
and in Educational Leadership.

Large numbers of textbooks in current use in American public
schools do not meet the essential needs of our children and youth.
As, educators, wyou and I must aiange this intolerable situation.
We must- playtan active role to-assure that the textbooks used in our
schools do meet the needs of sty ents in a pluralistic, democratic
society.

The statement of criteria,whth its pointed 'guidelines, can serve
as a useful tool in the process of -evaluating textbooks and other
learning materials. It has proved to be veil, helpful to many teachers,
supervisors, administrators, and to board of education members and
other interested citizens.

You, too, can make good and effective use of the criteria.
Evaluate the books that you use now in your classrooms, iri.your
school, in your school district; reject, and demand replacement for
those which do not meet the test! Befare you approve and purchase
any new learning materials, carefully examine and evaluate them to
make sure that they do meet high- standards both in subject area
content and in their .'fair and accurate and balanced treatment of
Women and minority groups.

This material is repainted from Elir net nq Ethnic -Bias -n instruc
S2TELllEilLILLIttaia; Maxine Dun f ee , ed. , Washington, DC: Ass
vision and Curriculum Development, 1974.
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Criteria for Evaluating the Treatment of Minority Groups
and Wcimen in Textbooks and Other Learning Materials

Educators have a major responsibility for` the kind and -quality of ,

textbooks and other curriculum materials used in the learning-
teaching process.

As responsible and dedicated educators in a democracy, we
must bring our influence and strength and commitment and wisdom
to ,bear. We must insist upon the produttion, selection, and use of
the finest learning materials that our writers and artists are .capable
of creating for the education of all our childrenmale and female,
black and white, rich and poor, rural and urban and suburban, Cath-
olic and Protestant and Jewish, Indian and Oriental and Spanish-
speaking--all of our children without exception:, ,

Textbooks and other instructional materials are vitally important
to learners and their learning. These materials are relevant to the
students' life experiences, or they are not. These materials give the
students the clear feeling that this education is intended for them, or-
it is not. These materials make the students aware that they are part-
of the mainstream of.Arnerican education and American life, or that
they are not. Curriculum materials profoundly affect learners and their
learningin the way they view themselves and their social groups; in
the way they think about their roles and future, and about the society
and its future; in the way they are motivated to mirk and play and
learn and live.

All textbooks and other curriculum materials should be examined,
analyzed, and evaluated with care and thought, to ensure that they
meet the 'highest standards both in subject area content and in their
treatment of women and minority groups. Books and other materials
which do not meet these highest standards should ceyfainly be rejected.

Following is a list of 20 criteria which can erve as significant
guidelines for educators in the process of 'selecting' textbooks and
other curriculum materials. While not all -of the criteria will be appli-
cable in'every case, the questions raised do focus upon basic consid-
erations in the learning materials that we use in the education or
miseducation Jour. children.

Does this textbook or leaning material in both its textual
content and illustrations:

1. Evidence.on the part of writers, artists, and editors a sen-
itivity to prejudice, to stereotypes, to the use of material which

would,be offensive to women onto any minority group?
2. Suggest, by omission or, commission, or by overemphasis

or underemphasis, that any-sexual; racial, religious, or ethnic seg-
ment of our population is more or less worthy, more or less c a-
ble, more or less important in the mainstream of American

3. Utilize numerous opportunities for full, fair, accurte
and balanced treatment, of women and minorit,1, groups?

4. Proviide abundant recognition for women and minority
groups by placing them frequently in positions of leadership and
centrality?

5. Depict both male and female adult members of minority
groups in situations which exhibit them as fine and worthy models
to emulate?
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6. Present many instances of fully integrated human group-
ings and settings to, indicate equal status and nonsegregated social
relationships? a

7. Make clearly `apparent the group representation of
individualsCaucasian, Afro-American, Indian, Chinese, Mexican
American, etc.=--and not seek to avoid- identification by such
means as smudging some color over Caucasian facial features? _ 0

8. Give comprehensive, broadly ranging, and wellrplanned
representation to women and minority groupsin art arictscienCe,
in history and mathematics and literature; and in all other areas
of life, and culture? 0

9. Delineate life in contemporary urban environments as
well as in rural or suburban environments; so that today's city
children can also find significant identification for themselves,
their problems and challenges, and their potential for life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness?

10. Portray sexual, racial, religious,- and ethnic groups in
our society in such a way as to build positive imagesmutual
underStanding and respect, full and unqualified acceptance, and
commitment to ensure equal opportunity for all?

, 11. Present social group differences in ways that-will cause
studenti to look upon the multi-cultural character- of our nation
as a value which we must esteem and treasure?

12. Assist students to recognize clearly the basic similarities
among all members' of the human race, and the uniquenes&vof
every single indiAdual?

13. Teach the great lesson that we must accept each other
on the basis of individual -worth, regardless of sex or race or

_religion or socioeconomic background?

14. Help students appreciate the many important contribu-
tions to our civilization made by members of the various human
groups, emphasizing that every human group has its list of
achieVers, thinkers, writers, artists, scientists, builders, and political
leaders?

- 15., Supply an accurate and sound balance in the matter o
historical perspective, making it perfectly Clear that all racial' and
religious and ethnic groups have mixed heritagesovhich can well
serve as sources of both group pride and group humility?

-16. Clarify the true historical forces and conditions which in
the past have operated to the disadvantage of women and minor-
ity groups?

17. Clarify the true contemporary forces and conditions
which at .present operate to the disadvantage of women and
minority groups?

19. Analyze, intergroup tension and conflict fairly, frankly,
objectively, and with emphasis upon resolving our social prob-
lemS in a spirit of fully implementing democratic values and goals
in order to achieve the American dream for all Americans? - a

19. Seek to motivate students to examine their own atti-
tudes and behaviors, and to comprehend their own duties and
responsibilities as citizens in a pluralistic democracyto demand
freedom and justice and equal opportunity for every individual
and for every group?

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0



Yes

20. Help minority group (as well,as majority group) students
to identify more fUlly with the educational process by providing
textual content and illustrations which give students many gppor-
tunities for building a more positive self-Image, pride in their
group, knowledge consistent with their experience; in sum, le-arn-
ing material which offers students meaningful and relevant learn.
ing worthy of their best efforts and energies? . 0 0

Editor's note: This author's criteria ire not in effect a rating scale. You may
however want W Judge your present learning materials by theie criteria. Unless you
are able to. answer ,"yes": to all of these questions, you may feel there is room for
improvementor even a need to select new textbooks and 'other -instructional
materials.



CHECKLIST FOR ANALYZING AN ELEMENTARY READER

ser

All me

There

of the family participate regularly, and equally in household chores

favorable, presentations of mothers employfd outside of the home.

Women working outside of the home hold administratiVe and/or technical jobs.
They are not all teachers, libtarins, social workers, nurses or secretaries.

Fathers take an active and.competent part in housekeeping and child-rearing and
are depicted ihowing feelings of tenderness.

Girls and boys participate 'equally In physical activities.

Gkrls and boys participate, equally intellectual activities,

One-parent 6milies are portrayed, and the portrayal not suggest that children
with a single parent automatically suffer frOm

I 0.

Male and female characters respect each other as equals.

Girls and boys are both shown to be Self-reliant, cleVer, and brave capable of
facing their own problems and finding their own solutions.

Multiple-parent families (divorced:reale:ilia) are portrayed and the portrayal doe's
not suggest that such family conditions are automatically, damaging to the children.

R;. .
There are no unchallAged derogatory sex stereotyped characterizations, such 8

I s

"Boys make the best architects, " or "Girls are silly."

Bcith girls and boys are shown as having a wide range of sensibilities, feelings,
and responses.

13. ;- Both girls and boys 'have a wide variety career Options.

14. Adult's who have chosen hot to marry are portrayed favorably.

There are equal numbers of stories with girls and bo s as central characters..

16. The male noun or pronoun (mankind, he)_ is not used to refer to all people;
17. ,. Girls' accomplishments, not their clothing or features, are emphasized.

18. Clothing and appearance are not used to stereotype characters.

19. Non-human characters and their reldtionships are not personified in sex stereotypes
(for example, depicting dogs as masculine, cats as feminine).'.

[For readers which incorporate biographies . . .]biographies of women in a variety
of roles are included.

This mate eprinted from Self-Study Guide to Se ismjW
7thitation COMmi, eeApf Pennsylvanians for Womens Rights. Permissi
rOrifit PyPennSylvahians for Womens Rights and Pennsylvania Pepar
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GUIDELINESTOR
IMPROVING THE IMAGE OF WOMEN IN TEXTBOOKS

-Scott, Foresman and Company

Sexism refers to all those attitudes and actions which relegate women to a second-
ary and inferior status in society. Textbooks are sexist if they omit the actions and
achievements of women, ,if they demean women by using patronizing language, or
if they show women only in stereotyped roles with less than the full range ofhuman
interests, traits, and capabilities.

Textbooks should treat women as the equals of men. Although in the past women
were regarded as inferior, they were not and are not inferior people. The sexistat
titudes of the past should not be reflected in current publications.

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR TEXTAND ILLUSTRATIONS

The actions and achievements
of women should be recognized.

The contributions of women to poQtics, the sciences; the arts, and other fields often
thought of as being provinces of the male only should be presented and explored.

The works of female authors are too often omitted from anthologies. When compiling
or revising such texts, editors should actively search for material written by women.

Females should be included as often as males in math prob ms, spelling and vocabulary
sentences, discussion questions, test items, and other exeret es. Very often the overall
tone of a book is sexist because males are more frequently mentioned in exercises or
because the exercises present only stereotypes.

Although many factors determine the contents of textbooksauthors, permissions,
space, time, money, the market, etc.these limitations should not be used to excuse
bias, prejudice, or insensitivity.

Women and girls should be given
the same respect as men and boys.

-Writers, editors., designers, and illust tors should Make sure that both male and female
readers feel that a publication is dire,ted to them.

While individual girls and women may be portrayed as comical, stupid, fearful, or
followers- of maje initiative, such material should be scrutinized carefully in the context
of the book a a whole to ensure that contempt for w as a group is not inadveEt-
ently being fcAtered. For example, writers should to e care hat a joke about a woman

This material is reprinted from Guidelines for
Te'xtbooks.. .Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, and C :npany, 1972.

1.-Iprovinn the ;mane of Wren in
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who is a bad driver, a shrewish mother-in-law, financially inept, etc. does not present
these qualities as typical of women as a group. Girls anclwomen should not be shown'
as more fearful of danger, mice, snakes, and insects than boys and men are in similar
situations.

Women and girls should not be shown as unworthy people when they do not conform
to male standards. Males should not be viewed as having a monopoly on ability to judge
what is interesting or worthwhile.

Although women are a majority of the American populaticin, in many ways their history
has been that of a minority group. Because of past discrimination, the same care must be
taken in portraying women as in portraying blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, American
Indians, and other Minorities.

Abilities, traits, interests, and
activities should not be assigned on the
basis of male or female stereotypes.

One reason often cited for the overwhelming percentage of selections by or about males
in literature and language arts texts is that boys will read only stories about boys, whereas
girls will read anything. If' females were not depicted as passive, lackluster, sweet but
senseless drudges, both boys and girls would.find them more interesting. Few boys have
rejected Alice in Wonder /and or The Wizard of Oz because the main characters are girls.

Females as well as males possess courage, physical strength, mechanical skills, and the
ability to think logically. Males as well as females can be fearful, weak, mechanically
inept, and illogical. Females can be rude, intractable, active, or messy. Males can be
polite, cooperative, inactive, or neat. Because such characteristics are shared by males
and females in reality, textbooks that 'classify them as "masculine" or "feminine" are
misrepresenting reality/

Both men and women should be shown cooking, cleaning, making household repairs,
doing laundry, washing the car, and taking care of children. Both men and women
should be show making decisions; participating in sports; writing poetry; working in
factories, stores, and offices; playing musical instruments; practicing medicine and law;
serving on boards of directors; and making scientific discoveries.

Children often conforim to the standards of their peers because they fear ridicule.
ff only boys are encouraged to be active and competitive, girls with these inclinations
may learn to stifle them. If only girls are encouraged to express openly such emotions
as fear, sorrow, and affection, boys may feel reluctant to express these emotions.

Both men and women have much to gain from the elimination of stereotypes. Text-
books which avoid male and female stereotyping will more accurately represent reality,
encourage tolerance for individual differences, and allQw more freedom for children
to discover and express their needs, interests, and abilities.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AVOIDING SEXIST LANGUAGE

The omission of women

Terms and titles which use "man" to represent humanity have the effect of excluding
women from participation in various human activities. It is usually easy to find some
other way of expressing the idea.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

early man; Neanderthal man; When
man invented the wheel ; History
of the Black Man in America; Man and
His World

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

early humans, early men and women;
Neanderthals, Neanderthal men and
women; When people invented the
wheel . ; History of Black People
in America; World History

Occupational terms often ignore the existence of women
the actual composition of a group.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE

businessmen, congressmen, mailmen;
repairmen. etc. when womenAre part
of these groups

workers. Use terms that reflect

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

businessmen and women, business people.
members of Congress, congressmen and
women; mail carriers; someone to repair
the ....

Males are often chosen to represent "typical" examples, thereby excluding women from
the reader's thoughts. There are many ways to include women in such examples.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES
the common man, the man on the street;
the man who pays a property tax, the
typical American . he, the motorist

he

ordinary people. the person who pays a
property tax, one who pays a property tax.
typical Americans, motorists ... they.
the motorist . he or she

Wherever possible avoid the use of "he- him referents. Substitute "he or she," "her or
him,- or a synonym for the noun. It is often preferable to use a plural sentence,
followed by the pronoun "they."

The demeaning of women

Avoid constructions implying that women, because they are women, are always
deperldent on male initiative.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE

The ancient Egyptians allowed women
considerable control over property.

A slave could not claim his wife or chil,
dren as his own because the laws did not
recognize slave marriages.

POSSIBLE ALTER%ATIvES

Women in ancient Egypt had considerable'`
control over property

Slave men and women tried to maintain
family.relationships, but the laws did not
recognize slave marriages

the farmer and his wife; a hortieovvner a farm couple, homeowners and their
and his family children
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Writers often judge women's achievements by standards/different from those by which
they judge men's. This is necessary in some professiprrgl sports where the same standards
do not apply. However, in other areas one's sex does not affect one's competence. There-
fore, writers should avoid constructions that place women in a special class. Words like
girt," "young woman,- "woman," "lady," and "gal" often subtly denigrate women's
achievements. They should be used only when their counterparts "boy," "young man,"
-man," "gentleman," and "guy" would be appropriate in referring to a male.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

Arthur Ache is one of the best tennis
players in America today, and Billie Jean
King is one of the best women players.

Marie Curie did what few peoplemen or
wornencould do.
Mary Wells Lawrence is a highly successful
woman advertising executive.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

Arthur Ashe and Billie Jean King are
the best tennis players in America

Arthur Ache is one of the best male tennis
players in America today. and Billie Jean
King.is one of the 'best female players.

Marie Curie did what few people could do.

Mary Wells Lawrence is a highly uccess I

advertising executive.

Sri some cases, it is necessary to refer to a woman's sex, as in the sentence: "The works
of female authors are too often omitted from anthologies.- However, if possible, the
reference should be made with the aid of feminine pronouns, as in the sentence. "The
doctor walked into the room and put her bag on a chair next to the patient's bed.-
Such terms as "woman doctor" or "female executive" are only acceptable where it is
impossible or too cumbersome to indicate the person's sex by the use of pronouns.

A patronizing tone toward women must be avoided. References to a woman's appear
ance and family should be avoided unless it would be appropriate to refer to a man's
appearance and family in the same context.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

lady professor; girl pilot!' the ladies
(unless "gentlemen" is also used). the fair
sex, the weaker sex; the little woman;
men (and-A/omen).

Galileo was the astronomer who discovered
the moons of Jupiter. Marie Curie was the
beautiful chemist who discovered radium'.

The candidates were Bryan K. Wilson,
president of American Electronics, Inc,
and Florence Greenwood, a pert, blonde
grandmother of five.
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POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES'

the professor she, woman professor:
the pilot . .. she, female pilot; women,
the woman; men and women

Galileo was the astronomer who discovered
the moons of Jupiter. Marie Curie was the
chemist who discovered radium.

Galileo was the handsome astronomer who
discovered the moons of Jupiter. Marie
Curie was the beautiful chemist who dis-
covered radium.

The candidates were Bryan K Wilson,
'prOident of American Electronics, Inc.
and Florence Greenwood,.credit manage,
for Bloorninghill's department store.

The candidates were Bryan K. Wilson, a

handsome, silver-haired father of three
and Florence Greenwood, a pert, blonde
grandmother of five.



Sex-role stereotyping

Editors and authors should be cautious when they assign certain activities or roles
to people purely on the basis of sex. Many such assumptions misrepresent reality and
ignore the actual contributions of both sexes to the activity or role.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE-

In New England, the typical farm was so
small that the owner and his sorts could
take care of it by themselves.

Children had once learned about life by
listening to aunts, uncles, grandparents,
and the wise men of their town or
neighborhood.

Personal symbols are small, personal
objects or possessions that have particular
associations for their owner. To a woman,
for example, a pressed flower might recall
a dance she attended many years ago. A
boy might keep a cracked baseball bat
because it reminds him of the time he hit
the winning herrie run:

Write a paragraph about what you expect
to do when you are old enough to have
Mr. or Mrs. before your name.

'sample spelling axareves1

Al listened patiently to the ladies chatter.

The ex stenagrapher got a job as a
stewardess with an airline..

Care must be taken to avoid sexist assump
and other teacher aids.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE

Hammers and scissors are good eye-hand
cuorcknators. Hitting the nail instead of
the thumb is a triumph for the boys.
Cutting out paper! dolls and their gar
ments is good for the girls.

The boys like action stories, and both
boys and girls like animation and comedy.
Girls will read stories that boys like, but
the boys will not enjoy "girlish" stories.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES.

In New England, the typical farm was so
small that the family members Could take
care of it by themselves.

Children had once learned about life by
listening to aunts, uncles, grandparents,
and the wise people of their town or
neighborhood.

Personal symbols are small, personal
Objects or possessions that have particular
associations for their owner. To a parent,
for example, an old toy truck might serve
as a reminder of a boy who has grown up.
A girl might keep a broken tennis racket
because it reminds her of a hard-won
championship.

Write a paragraph about what you would
like to do when you grow up,

Al listened patiently while he women
talked.

The ex- stenographer go
accounting.

degree in

ns and stereotypes in teachers' manuals

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

Hammers and scissors are good eye-hand
coordinators, For a child, hitting the nail
instead of the thumb or cutting out a
recognizable shape is a triumph,

Most children like action, animation, and
comedy in stories. Some children, how-
ever, will enjoy lighter or more sentimental
types of reading materials.

If, after careful consideration, an editor finds it desirable to use selections that contain
sexist attitudes, these attitudes should be discussed, in accompanying descriptive material
Or discussion questions. C?therwise the text will convey to the reader the impression
that sexism is socially acceptable, rather than,a form of prejudice-or a lack of sensitivity.
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HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

GUIDELINES. FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The Treatment of Sex Roles

Because educational materials influence the de-
velopment of the attitudes students carry into
adult life, Holt, Rinehart and Winston considers
rt important that the values and societal roles
suggested in instructional materials be positive
ones, and that they be as free as possible from
bias, stereotypes, and career-role restriction,
Both men and women should be portrayed in
such a way as to build positive images and
foster mutual respect for both the group and the
individuals in that group. Textbooks, supple-
mentary mate-rials; and =audio-visual products
should be carefully developed to contribute to
a student's forming.of a positive self:image and
a positive, respectful image of others.

Children absorb more subliminally than
authors and editors may realize. It is therefore
necessary that we develop sensitivity to bias
in ,educational materials, both to correct in-
euOties that exist today, and to prepare chil-
dren for the world they will enter when they fin-
ish their education. An editorial slant which
assigns a particular societal role or set of val-
ues to a particular group of people is a form of
bias, and should be- vievd as potentially
damaging.

Children will be exposed to role models
that allow each one the greatest possible oppor-
tunity for full development as a person.

I. ROLE MODELS

The traditional roles of women in society as
homemakers and in the areas of child-rearing,
education, nursing, and the arts are both valu-
ableand vital to the life of the society. No ef-
fort should he made to downgrade or disparage
these roles. Rather. an effort must be made to
expand the roles of both sexes, to include men
in nurturing,and homemaking activities and. to
include women.in areas such as business and
science. An unbalanced assignment of such

rptes,does a disservice to both sexes. Children
should see people of both sexes in a variety of
activities and roles so they can identify with
those models and thus develop their own indi-
vidual talents and preferences to their best
advantage.

A. Illustrations should reflect variety in
occupation and dress for both men and women.
It is not necessary to depict a woman in a dress
and apron or a man in a business suit with a
briefcase for them to be recognizable as male,
and female.

B. In view of the projection that 90% of
all women will work outside the home at some
time in their lives, women are not to be stereo-
typed as "housewives" continually engaged in
housework. Where women are represented as
mothers, they should be shown, whenever pos-
sible, as having other interestswork, hobbies,
sports, etc.

C. Men are to be shoivn participating in a
Variety of dainestic chores, such as cooking,
sewing, housework, child-rearing, etc. Care
should be taken to avoid implying that they are
inept at these activities or that to do them is
demeaning. It should not be implied that a mar',
who engages in domestic thores is "henpecked"
or effeminate;

D. Some single-parent families will 1:4 in-
cluded with both men and women as head of the
household.

E. Both sexes should be allowed a full
range of emotional expression. Sensitivity to
the needs and wants of others will be stressed
as desirable. Men should not be shown as need-
ing to resort to violence, nor women to tears, to
achieve an end.

F. No job or hobby should be shown as
reflecting on the masculinity or femininity of
the people who pursue it. Thus, hairdressing,
truck driving, nursing, and woodworking should
be shown as legitimate pursuits for members of
both sexes.

G. Care is to be taken in the portrayal of
children. Girls should not always be shown in
dre'sses, plating "house." or deferring to boys.
Children of both sexes pill be shown playing
ckith all kinds of toys. boys should not be limit-

and girls tot-,2 "aggressive" to

dolls and p sive

This material is reprinted from The Treatment of Roles. New York: Holt, Rine-
hartAand Winston, 1975.
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H. A balance is to be maintained in the
use of role models in exercises, examples, all
text materials not controlled by outside copy-
right, and both researched and commissioned
visual materials.

1. Specifically, women and girls sometimes
should be described-or shown

a) involved in competitive team sports
such as baseball and soccer

b) actively engaged in construction and
repairwoodworking, building, mechanical and
electrical work

c) as leaders
d) in investigative and analytic attitudes

_collecting and analyzing rocks and minerals,
studying reptiles and insects, doing math Firol:
!ems

) exhibiting courageous and fearless
attitudes

f) working in a variety of jobs and ca-
reersin offices and factories-t as doctors.
lawyers, cab drivers, stockbrokers, telephone
installers, housepainters, engineers, research-
ers, pilots, ship personnel, etc.

g) as larger, heavier, physically and emo-
tionally stronger, and more aggressive than the

or the boys around them

2. Similarly, men and boys sometimes should be
shown

a) playing and working together' in non-
competitive settingsdoing a puzzle, planting
flowers, shopping, etc.

b) involved in homemaking activities and
using the implements of such activities cook-
ing, cleaning, weaving, etc,

c) interested in "soft" thingsfabrics,
butterflies, daydreaming, babies, flowers

d)enjoyirtsa sense of ordercleaning
things up, making things neat, paying attention
to personal appearance and hygiene

as followers
f) as interested in music, clan

fantasy, poetry
g) working as assistants, seer

telephone operators, elementary school tchers,
airline cabin attendants, practical nurses re.
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SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALSBY MEMBERS OF THE LEGAL COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

Male and Female Roles Ed. Code 9240(a), 9243(a)

In order to encourage the individual development and self-esteem of eachchild, regardless of gender, instructional materials, when they portraypeople (or animals having identifiable human attributes), shall portraywomen and men, girls and boys, in a wide variety of occupational, emo-tional, and behavioral
situations, presenting both sexes in the full rangeof their human potential.

A. The criterion in this section is essential; in order for the material tobe approved, this criterion SHALL be met.

1. Descriptions, depictions, labels, or retorts which tend to demean,stereotype, or be patronizing toward females must not appear.

(Do references to women indicate that their talents,
intellegence, or activities are inferior to those of
51e67. Or that they are incapable of handling a sit-
uation without a man's assistance? For example,
;here, should be no labels such as "old maids," "fish-
wives," "henpeckers," or "woman driver," or retorts
such,as "she's only a girl" or "what do.you expectfrom a girl?" Such references constitute adverse
reflections. See discussion in "Limitations" on page 1.)

B. Criterion #2 in this section is an essential Item and shall be met.If met, the remainder of the criteria should be met, but one hundredpercent compliance on each one is not essential to a "yes" vote.Each criterion represents a value judgment, and unless the deficencyis flagrant, failure irione criterion should not disqualify the itemprovjded it meets the other criteria to a reasonable degree. Criter#3 through #7 in particular may be judged as a group, wherein anespecially good rating on one criterion may compensate for a poorershowing on another one.

2. Instructional materials that generally or incidentally reflect
contemporary American society, regardles's of the subject area,must contain references to, or illustrations of, males and females
approximately evenly, except as limited by accuracy.

(This criterion is largely self-explanatory. It applies
to those materials in which the gender,of persons referred
to or illustrated is incidental to the purpose of the mate-rial, such as a science or health textbook, or a general
reader.)

Reprinted from "Guidelines for Evaluation of Instructional Material for
Compliance with the Social Content Requirements of the Education Code" (1976)with the permission of the California State Department of Education, CurriculumFrameworks an Instructional Materials Selection Unit.
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Mentally and physically active, creative, problem-solving roles,
and success and failure in those roles, should be divided approxi-
mately evenly between male and female characters.

(It is important to look for instances in which females,
both girls and women, are involved in mentally and phys-
ically active, creative, problem-solving roles--such as
conducting a science experiment, participating in sports,
repairing a broken object, building a bookcase--that are
all too often depicted as male-oriented, and determine
whether such instances occur in a fair proportion to
those involving males'.

The consequences of activity undertaken by males and females
must be observed. Positive or negative results can come
from the undertaking of. any task. A pattern of positive or
negative.results, perhaps most simply defined as success or
failure, should not emerge as correlated with- sex. It is not
suggested that all characters succeed at all times. However,
the ratio of success to failure must be approximately the
same for female characters as for male characters.)

4. Emotions--for example, fear, anger, agg1ression, excitement, or
tenderness--should occur randomly among characters regardless of
gender.

(All people are capable of, and susceptible to, all
emotions, and the idea that only females cry and only
males fight is an inaccurate projection of reality.
This is not to say that instructional materials-must
consistently depict males and females in reversed emotional
roles. 'Evaluators should, however, be aware of the tend-
ency to Stereotype emotions. If any pattern appears, such
as only females expressing fear or tenderness, or only
males expressing anger, the material does not meet this
criterron.)

Traditional activities engaged in by charadters of one sex should
be balanced by the presentation of nontraditional activities for
characters of that sex.

("TradiIional in thiscriterion refers to activities which
are generally considered appropriate for persons of one sex.
For instance, women.cooking, sewing, or cleaning; men working
in employment outside the home; boyS playing baseball; or
girls playing with dolls. The instructional materials cer-
tainly need not exclude such activities. They should bal-
ance such portrayals with their opposite--nontraditional
activities for such persons. Examples might be a boy read-
ing or at quiet play, a man seeking help solving a problem.
Adults of both sexes should be portrayed in domestic chores,
recreational activities, and creative endeavors whenever
these activities, are portrayed in the materials. Balance
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is achieved when instances of traditio l activity can be
shown in fair proportion with instances of-nontraditional
activity. The evaulator should make a qualitative judgment
about the competing portrayals.- For example, a single il-
lustration or a short poem which is nontraditional is quan-
'tatively overbalanced by a ten-page story involving a

traditional activity. However, the story would still be
acceptable if the poem has an educational effeCtiveness or
impact equal to or greater than that of the story.)

6. If professional or executive roles, or vocations, trades, or other
gainful occupations are portrayed, men and women should be repre-
sented therein approximately equally.

(This criterion is relatively self - explanatory. Its pur-

pose is to expand the portrayal of occupational roleS of men and

women and enable children to identify with all fields of

enterprise, regardless of sex.

Evaluators should ensure that -instructional materials indicate
an equally wide variety of vocational choices for men and women,

measured by the number of vocations in which women are-depicted
compared to .the number in which men are depicted. Disproportion-

ate numbers of women portrayed in a particular vocation should

indicate that the material requires careful scrutiny for compli-

ance.

Many professions (for example, medicine, law, engineering, and

banking) are typically portrayed as male-dominated. Evaluators

should ensure that women are depicted in such professional roles
approximately as often as men. Whether such equality is achieved

can most easily be ascertained by a simple head count comparison

of male and female main and backgrotind characters portrayed in

professional roles. Women should also be presented in executive
positionsas business txecutives, officials, and administcatarms,
for example--as often as then are. Similarly, women should be

presented in skilled occupations such as building and other tech-

nical trades.)

Where life-style choices are discussed, boys and girls should be offered

an equally wide range of such aspirations and choices.

(Various occupations and various life styles--marriage, remaining

single, raising chridren or not doing so--should also be cast in an

affirmative light. A child should not Tearn that women can, and do,

work outside the home, but are unhappy, tired, or too busy to enjoy

life If they do so. Fantasies and dreams of children for their own

futures should not be sex-stereotyped.)
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Whenever a material presents developments in history or current events,
or achievements in art, science, or any other field, the contributions
of women should be included and discussed when historically accurate.

(This criterion is designed to prevent a continuation of the
common practice in instructional materials of failure to give
sufficient attention to the achievements of women in all fields
of endeavor which are discussed. In the development of any field,
the contributions of women can generally be accurately included.
Women have, because of the bias in our culture, generally been less
esteemed and less recognized, no matter what their field, than
men who made comparable contributions.

The criterion does not'set out specific requirements. However,
if biographies are included in the material, biographies of
women should be presented. Evaluators will find that materials
which simply ignore half the population of any nation are not
acceptable.)

9. Imbalance or inequality of any kind, when presented for historical
accuracy, should, in the student edition of the instructional
material, be interpreted in light of contemporb y standards and
circumstances.

(Failure to meet the criterion set forth in 8 is justified
only by the need to be historically accurate. When refer-
ences to women are omitted, their absence must, be discussed
and questioned in the student edition, with particular em-
phasis on the historical forces which have created the in-
equality, the change in the situation based on present cir
cumstances, and the necessity for continued efforts to make
equal opportunity a reality.)

10. Sexually neutral language--for example, "people," "persons "men
and women," "pioneers," "they"--should generally be used.

(The standard here is basically objective and easy to measure:
Does the material indulge in male references so as to exclude
females as participants in society? It is left to the eval-
uator's discretion to determine when there are extenuating
circumstances, such as adherence to grammatical rules or the
requirement to convey the author's intended meaning.)
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